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Abstract: The Path partitioning could be a thought describing the cluster of all the objects forming a composite object into a partition. 

A path partitioning can be hierarchy of nodes forming a structural index. Vertical partitioning divides a table into multiple tables that 

contain fewer columns.In scalability limited due to outgrowing capacity of largest system. More expensive (specialized severs) need to 

purchase next larger system for increased capability support.Online transaction Processing (OLTP) applications are business 

applications which are characterized byhigh-frequency short lived data transactions. In cloud domain, applications are expected to be 

highlyresponsive and low cost with optimized levels of consistency. Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) system record business 

interaction as they occur in the day-to-day operation of the organization, and support querying of this data to make interfaces 

. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 

Criterion of data distribution in thefragmentation determines its type: vertical, horizontal or mixed that is a hybrid 

ofmentioned two. Vertical partitioning is most commonly investigated because it ischaracterized by much higher degree of 

complexity.Horizontal partitioning is a tuple of a relation are divided among many disk such that each tuple resides on one 

disk. It enables to explore the I/O band width of disks by reading and writing them in parallel. Reduce the time of required to 

receive relations from disk by partitioning the relations on multiple disks. Types of horizontal partitioning there are Range 

partitioning, Hash partitioning, Round Robin partitioning. A vertical partitioning of thetables in the schema.  

Vertical partitioning could also be a, presumptively non-disjoint, distribution of attributes and transactions onto 

multiple physical or logical sites. Hybrid partitioning combines vertical and horizontal partitioning. If you have a large 

dataset where you keep different types of data, you could horizontally partition the customer information and vertically 

divide the database into string values based on your criteria in a SQL DB, and pictures could be stored in Blob storage.[1-4] 

This style of partition divides the table vertically, which implies that the structure of the most table changes within 

the new ones. An ideal scenario for this type of partition is when you don’t need all the information about the customer in 

your query. Let’s say if you only need orders from the current year, you could split it into two databases, one would hold 

customer information and current purchases, and the other would hold data about purchases from previous years. See Figure 

2 for visual representation of a different scenario, where the user doesn’t need to see the short description of a product. 

Vertical partitioning is the problem of clustering the attributes of arelation intofragments named as a partitioning scheme. 

This scheme represents the input for theallocation process in the next phase of designing data distribution. It shouldminimize 

the execution time of user’s application that uses the obtained fragments.Large number of possible solutions called Bell’s 

number makes the verticalpartitioning too expensive while using traditional methods. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY: 

 

Kamaljeet kaur*, Jaspreet kaur Relational databases are widely used in many applications to store data.. Non-relational 

databases are growing these days. Non- relational databases deals with the concept of partitioning to handle the different data 

load on distributed machines. Non- relational databases deals with vertical partitioning method which is based on hash 
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partitioning, range partitioning, list partitioning to handle the better data load into some extent. This paper deals with vertical 

partitioning method as vertical partitioning is applied in three contexts: a database stored on devices of a single type, a 

database stored in different memory levels, and a distributed database. In distributed databases, fragment allocation should 

maximize the amount of local transaction process. In this paper, we study on distributed databases and summarizes the 

problems of data fragmentation, allocation and replication in distributed database.[5] 

Santhosh Kumar GajendranThis document discussed about the motivation, evolution and some implementations of the 

NoSQL databases. The NoSQL databases were broadly classified into 3 categories and we analyzed few data store 

implementations that fall into those categories. Each of them has been motivated by varying requirements which has led to 

their development mostly from the industry. Each data store and its implementation has strengths at addressing specific 

enterprise or cloud concerns such as being easy to operate, providing a flexible data model, high availability, high scalability 

and fault tolerance. Each NoSQL database should be used in a way that it meets its claims and the overall system 

requirements. It was seen as to how the different data stores were designed to achieve high availability and scalability at the 

expense of strong consistency. The different data stores use different techniques to achieve this goal and seem to suit well for 

their requirements. The following table gives a summary of some of the features across the data stores that have been 

discussed here.[8-10] 

 

Daniel J. Abadi , Adam Marcus, Samuel, R. Madden, Kate HollenbachEfficient management of RDF data is an 

important factor in realizing the Semantic Web vision. Performance and scalability issues are becoming increasingly pressing 

as Semantic Web technology is applied to real-world applications. In this paper, we examine the reasons why current data 

management solutions for RDF data scale poorly, and explore the fundamental scalability limitations of these approaches. 

We review the state of the art for improving performance for RDF databases and consider a recent suggestion, “property 

tables.” We then discuss practically and empirically why this solution has undesirable features. As an improvement, we 

propose an alternative solution: vertically partitioning the RDF data. We compare the performance of vertical partitioning 

with prior art on queries generated by a Web-based RDF browser over a large-scale (more than 50 million triples) catalog of 

library data. Our results show that a vertical partitioned schema achieves similar performance to the property table technique 

while being much simpler to design. Further, if a column-oriented DBMS (a database architected specially for the vertically 

partitioned case) is used instead of a row-oriented DBMS, another order of magnitude performance improvement is observed, 

with query times dropping from minutes to several seconds.[6] 

 

Rasmus Resen AmossenA way to optimize performance of relational row store databases is to reduce the row widths by 

vertically partitioning tables into table fractions in order to minimize the number of irrelevant columns/attributes read by each 

transaction. This paper considers vertical partitioning algorithms for relational row-store OLTP databases with an H-store-

like architecture, meaning that we would like to maximize the number of single-sited transactions. We present a model for the 

vertical partitioning problem that, given a schema together with a vertical partitioning and a workload, estimates the costs 

(bytes read/written by storage layer access methods and bytes transferred between sites) of evaluating the workload on the 

given partitioning. The cost model allows for arbitrarily prioritizing load balancing of sites vs. total cost minimization. We 

show that finding a minimum-cost vertical partitioning in this model is NP-hard and present two algorithms returning 

solutions in which single-sitedness of read queries is preserved while allowing column replication (which may allow a 

drastically reduced cost compared to disjoint partitioning). The first algorithm is a quadratic integer program that finds 

optimal minimum-cost solutions with respect to the model, and the second algorithm is a more scalable heuristic based on 

simulated annealing. Experiments show that the algorithms can reduce the cost of the model objective by 37% when applied 

to the TPC-C benchmark and the heuristic is shown to obtain solutions with cost close to the ones found using the quadratic 

program.[1-4] 

 

Arpit ParekhData warehouse, online transaction processing system (OLTP) and on-line analytical processing (OLAP) are 

basically main need of the database collection in business, corporate fields and many areas. Nowadays many services, 

products and new techniques are available and offering many ideas in the DBMS. This paper is research about the data 

warehousing with OLAP and OLTP with the basic need and main parts of the business database management. The main here 

consider that Data warehouse usage, process, Data warehouse with Meta data, online transaction processing system (OLTP), 

on-line analytical processing (OLAP) and also OLTP vs. OLAP with advantages and disadvantages 
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Shraddha Phansalkar, Dr. A.R. Dani Online transaction Processing (OLTP) applications are business applications which 

are characterized by high-frequency short lived data transactions. In cloud domain, applications are expected to be highly 

responsive and low cost with optimized levels of consistency. Cloud data stores rely on an appropriate data partitioning 

scheme to achieve promising levels of responsiveness and scalability. This work presents[5]a novel, transaction aware, static, 

vertical data partitioning scheme based on denormalization which performs well for OLTP applications in cloud domain. The 

scheme is implemented and tested on contemporary cloud data stores i.e Amazon SimpleDB and Hadoop HBase. Our work 

also proposes a mathematical specification model for TAVPD based data partitioning and suggests appropriate evaluation 

factors for a data partitioning scheme in cloud database 

 

III. TYPES OF VERTICAL PARTITIONING ALGORITHMS 

       Improving the performance of a database system is one of the key research issues now a day. Distributed processing is an 

effective way to improve reliability and performance of a database system. Distributed and multiprocessing on direction 

systems (DBMS) is an economical method of up performance of applications that manipulate giant volumes of information. 

 

A. Bond energy algorithm: The Bond Energy Algorithm (BEA) is used to group the attributes of a relation based on the 

attribute affinity values in AAM. It is considered appropriate for the following reasons: 

 

a. It is designed specially to determine groups of similar items as opposed to a linear ordering of the items. (ie. It clusters the 

attributes with larger affinity values together, and the ones with smaller values together).  

 

b. The final groupings are insensitive to the order in which items are presented to the algorithm  

 

c. The AAM is symmetric, and hence allows a pair wise permutation of rows and columns, which reduces complexity 

 

Initialization: Place and fix one of the columns of AAM arbitrarily into CAM  

 

Iteration: Pick each of the remaining n-i columns (where i is the number of columns already placed in CAM) and try to 

place them in the remaining i+1 positions in the CAM matrix. Choose the placement that makes the greatest contribution to 

the global affinity measure described above. Continue this until no more columns remain to be placed 
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Row Ordering: Once the column ordering is determined, the placement of the rows should also be changed so that their 

relative positions match the relative positions of the columns. When the CAM is big, usually more than two clusters are 

formed and there are more than one candidate partitions 

 

B. Binary vertical partitioning algorithm: - The Bond Energy Algorithm determines an ordering of attributes, but it is still 

left to the subjective judgment of the designer to decide how to clump the attributes together to form fragments. The binary 

vertical partitioning algorithm uses the clustered affinity matrix to partition an object into two non-overlapping fragments [9].  

IV. ONLINE TRANSACTION PROCESSING 

Databases should usually enable the data processing of SQL transactions to support e-commerce and different time-critical 

applications. this kind of process is understood as on-line transaction process (OLTP). 

 

The database is a transaction processing system with many short lived transactions. Online transaction processing (OLTP) is 

information systems that facilitate and manage transaction-oriented applications, typically for data entry and retrieval 

transaction processing. 

 
 

Aggregates: No many-row aggregates and few (or no) aggregates on small row-subsets. 

 

Preserve single-sitedness:  Wemust always associated avoid breaking single-sitedness as an outsized range of single-sited 

transactions can cut back the requirement for inter-site transfers and fully eliminate the requirement for undo and redo logs 

for these queries if the partitioning is performed on an H-store like DMBS 

 

Workload known: Transactions used in the workload together with some run-time statistics are assumed to be known when 

applying the algorithms. Furthermore, following the consensus in the related work (see Section I-C) we simplify the model 

by not considering time spent on network latency (if all vertical partitions are placed locally on a single site, then time spend 

on network latency is trivially zero anyway). A description of how to include latency in the model at the expense of increased 

complexity can be found in the appendix. 

 

4.1 ADVANTAGES OF OLTP:- 

a. It provides faster and more accurate forecast for revenues and expenses. 

 

b. It provides a concrete foundation for a stable organization because of timely modification of all transactions. 

 

c. It makes the transactions much easier on behalf of the customers by allowing them   to make the payments according to 

their choice. 

 

4.2 DISADVANTAGES OF OLTP 

 

a. It makes the database much more susceptible to intruders and hackers because it makes the database available worldwide. 
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b. For B2B (business-to-business) transactions, businesses must go offline to complete certain steps of an individual process, 

causing buyers and suppliers to miss out on some of the efficiency benefits that the system provides. 

 

c. It can lead to server failure, which may cause delays or even wipe out large amounts of data from the database 

 

V. NESTED TRANSACTION: 

A Nested group action may be a tree of group action, sub tree of that square measure either nested of flat group action.The 

group action at the extent of flat group action. the space from the foundation to the leaves are often totally different for 

various components of tree. 

5.1 Characteristics 

           Permanence of a sub-transcation is only valid in the world of its direct parent and its invalid in the world of further 

ancestors. permanaence of the result is valid only for outermost transaction. According to some, this follows from the 

isolation property of transactions. the potential to handle nested transactions properly may be a necessity for true component-

based application architectures. in a very component-based encapsulated design, nested transactions will occur while not the 

technologist knowing it. A part perform might or might not contain a info group action(this is the encapsulated secret of the 

component. See Information hiding). If a decision to such a part perform is formed within a BEGIN - COMMIT bracket, 

nested transactions occur. Since well-liked databases like MySQL do not permit nesting BEGIN - COMMIT brackets, a 

framework or a dealing monitor is required to handle this. once we talk about nested transactions, it ought to be created clear 

that this feature is software package dependent and isn't offered for all databases. 

5.2 The rules to the usage of a nested transaction are as follows: 

 While the nested (child) dealings is active, the parent dealings might not perform any operations apart from to 

commit or abort, or to make a lot of kid transactions. 

 Committing a nested dealings has no result on the state of the parent dealings. The parent dealings continues to be 

uncommitted. However, the parent dealings will currently see any modifications created by the kid dealings. Those 

modifications, of course, area unit still hidden to all or any different transactions till the parent conjointly commits. 

 Likewise, aborting the nested dealings has no impact on the state of the parent dealings. the sole results of the abort 

is that neither the parent nor the other dealingss can see any of the instrumentation modifications performed below 

the protection of the nested transaction. 

 If the parent dealing commits or aborts whereas it's active youngsters, the kid transactions area unit resolved within 

the same approach because the parent. That is, if the parent aborts, then the kid transactions abort in addition.If the 

parent commits, then whatever modifications have been performed by the child transactions are also committed. 

 The locks command by a nested dealing don't seem to be discharged once that dealing commits. Rather, they're 

currently command by the parent dealing till such a time as that parent commits. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

On-Line Transaction Processing helps to the daily business operations. Also known as operational processing and 

OLTP. An OLTP is a database which must typically allow the real-time processing of SQL transactions to support traditional 

retail processes, e-commerce and other time-critical applications In this paper we conclude the comparison of various vertical 

partitioning algorithms to solve the vertical partitioning problem. We address the problem of n-ary vertical partitioning 

problem. We first derive an objective function that is suited to distributed transaction processing and solves the problem of 

data fragmentation, allocation and replications in relational database. We have made a price model for vertical partitioning of 

relative OLTP databases beside a quadratic number program that distributes each attributes and transactions to a collection of 
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websites whereas permitting attribute replication, protective single-sitedness for scan queries and within which load 

equalization vs. total price minimization are often prioritized at random.In Nested transaction subtractions may run 

concurrently with other transaction at the same level.(this allows additional concurrency in a transaction.)Subtraction 

commits or aborts independently. 
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